Relecura Forms Strategic Partnership with Roots IP on
Patent Services and Illustrations
Relecura is a full-stack cognitive cloud platform that provides custom intelligence and reports
on patent portfolios, technologies and companies. It does this by capturing and organizing the
knowledge from various document repositories (patents, scientific literature) and subject matter
experts in a flexible and collaborative manner, into a knowledge base. Relecura offers IP
analytics tools and a custom enterprise platform to corporations, law firms, IP services firms,
R&D organizations and academic institutions.
Roots IP Services LLP is a consulting firm providing end to end IP services to its clients for
building profitable intellectual property. Roots IP has well trained and highly qualified IP
experts in various technical domains. Roots IP’s core competencies are to provide customized
and cost-effective patent search and illustrations services. Roots IP provides complete patent
solutions from prior art searching to patent filing.
Mr. Vijaya Bhaskar Reddy A, Founder of Roots IP Services LLP says “We are extremely happy
to announce our partnership with Relecura. This partnership will be a win-win situation for both
the organizations. Now, Roots IP can also provide Relecura database services to the clients.”
Dr. George Koomullil, Founder of Relecura Inc says, “Relecura believes in technology
innovation, simplify data processing and equip customers with solutions to support their
technical decisions. Through working in partnership with Roots IP, we will be able to provide
clients with next-gen technology and technical capabilities. This collaboration will better address
the needs of the clients by providing quality solutions and support.”

About Relecura:
Relecura Inc is a software product company based in the San Francisco Bay Area, and its
subsidiary Relecura Technologies Pvt. Ltd. is located in Bangalore. The company’s full-stack
cognitive cloud platform aids in managing strategic decisions by drawing powerful insights
from patents and scientific literature using AI, ML and NLP. Relecura’s enterprise platform
integrates the discovery and analysis of public documents with internal company documents,
thus building a single knowledge base for organization-wide usage. Relecura has an API to help
create custom tools for IP and business intelligence. For more details visit www.relecura.com.

About Roots IP:
Roots IP provides individualized, capped-fee and expert patent attorney services, which
implements the philosophy of 'Applying Thought', thereby helping clients to acquire their
"Valuable IP Right". The company’s approach in researching the IP and non-IP data directly
impacts customer benefits by improving time-to-market, enhancing predictability and reliability
with cost effective benefits. Roots IP delivers winning business outcomes by industrial
experienced rich team and by their 360-degree view of "Business through Innovation" - helping
clients create successful and adaptive businesses. For more details visit http://rootsip.com/

